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ABOUT THE GLOBAL ALLOCATION SERIES 
The Global Allocation Series of Freedom Dynamic® is comprised of active asset allocation strategies that seek to capitalize on 
shorter-term investment opportunities by dynamically allocating capital across asset classes, geographies, economic sectors, 
and investment styles. These strategies incorporate economic, quantitative, and fundamental analysis of capital markets in an 
effort to identify the most compelling investment opportunities globally and to deliver improved risk-adjusted outcomes over the 
long-term.  
 

GLOBAL ALLOCATION SERIES 
 
BROAD MARKET OVERVIEW 
Despite considerable volatility throughout the month, investors that only check market levels on a monthly basis would be 
forgiven for thinking that May was quiescent - domestic equities [S&P 500 Index (SPX)], international stocks [MSCI ACWI ex 
US Index (MXWDU)], and core bonds [Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Index (LBUSTRUU)] all rose less than 1% in value on a 
total return basis.  The considerable intra-month drawdown in equities and reversal in bond yields, however, is evidence that 
investors continue to struggle with expectations for inflation and its impact on Federal Reserve policy.  Commodity prices 
continued their ascent last month, while less expensive market sectors, including domestic large cap value [S&P 500 Value 
Index (SVX)] and domestic small caps [S&P 600 Index (SML)], outpaced the more highly valued NASDAQ 100 Index (NDX).  
Treasury yields fell across the curve while corporate credit spreads were mixed.  Encouragingly, volatility in both the bond and 
stock markets fell in May, and the U.S. dollar depreciated slightly.   
 
POSITIONING HIGHLIGHTS 

 
 

EQUITY 

 
 

Not illustrative of any account.  For illustrative purposes only. 

Last Reallocation: April 2022 
• Further increased overall U.S. exposure, adding to our value overweight with a defensive tilt 
• Lowered overall international exposure, especially in Asia, in favor of domestic small- and mid-caps   
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FIXED INCOME  

 
Not illustrative of any account.  For illustrative purposes only. 

Last Reallocation: May 2022 
• Decreased duration through higher short-term holdings   
• Increased quality profile meaningfully by lowering credit exposure, especially to sub-investment grade sectors, in 

favor of government debt and mortgage-backed securities  

 
CONTRIBUTORS 
The biggest contributors to performance in the equity portfolio in May were domestic energy exposure and defensive dividend 
exposures in the U.S. and international developed markets. 
In the fixed income portfolio, a core bond holding, long-term investment grade corporate credit, and medium-term U.S. 
government debt contributed the most to performance in May. 
 
DETRACTORS 
The biggest detractors in the equity portfolio last month were domestic mega cap technology, domestic large cap quality factor 
exposure, and domestic large cap ESG exposure. 
On the fixed income side, broad high yield corporate bonds, bank loans, and preferred equities contributed the least to returns 
in May.   
 
PORTFOLIO OUTLOOK 
As the long, lazy days of summer approach, weary investors are forced to grapple with the question of whether the sharp 
reversal in stock and bond markets in mid-May represents a sea change in the outlook or just a blip in a larger trend.  Today’s 
valuations are undoubtedly more attractive, and investor sentiment is bearish.  Yet, our work indicates that the worst is likely 
not behind us as the Fed will need to continue raising interest rates until inflation cools meaningfully.  Our focus is on the 
internals of the inflation dynamics in the U.S., including supply chains, the labor market, and corporate pricing behavior.  
Additionally, some leading indicators of growth both domestically and abroad are showing concerning signs.  While we don’t 
believe that will derail the Fed’s hiking path today, it could come to bear toward the end of the year, potentially injecting more 
volatility into the outlook.  The disciplined, tactical approach to global markets is designed to navigate uncertain environments 
such as this, and we expect today’s volatility to lead to potentially attractive opportunities in equities and fixed income markets.  
We look forward to continuing to execute on our process in order to help investors meet their financial goals in the years 
ahead.  
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